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Text :     Ladies and Gentlemen , welcome to London .      

    We are going to start our tour in about five minutes.Our first 

destination will be the Tower of London.We shall see there the 

Crown of jewels and the Tower guards who are called 

« beefeaters ». At 11am , we’ll be outside Buckingham palace to 

see the Queen’s guard Chanque.At lunch time,we will go shopping 

in Oxford Street to buy some souvenirs. At 3 pm,we are going to 

take a break to have some afternoon tea .In the evening, it is time to 

buy tickets and go to see a West End Show.    

    
A)Reading compreheA)Reading compreheA)Reading compreheA)Reading comprehensionnsionnsionnsion    ::::    
a)Read the text then choose the correct answer : 

a- The text is :         a-a letter             b-a conversation           c-a tourist guide speech  

b- The passengers are visiting : a-Paris          b-London           c-Jeneva 

c-Their first destination is :   a-The Tower of London  b-Buckingham     c-Oxford street 

b) Read the text then write true or false : 

*They are going to start in about 10 minutes . 

*They will buy souvenirs from Oxford Street. 

c)*Find in th e text words that are colsest in meaning to :           

  named=……………..                           begin=…………………………….. 

 *Find in the text words that are opposites in meaning to : 

inside ≠………………………..              last≠…………………………..  

B)Mastery of languageB)Mastery of languageB)Mastery of languageB)Mastery of language    ::::    
a)Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentences :  

1- shall we visiting the London eye ? 

2 – Steve will went to Swansea  

3– Steve going to visit many historic places.  

b)Turn the following sentences into negative :   

        *The plane takes off at 6am. 

        *I am going to visit Paris . 

c)Write SF under the prepositions which have strong form and WF under the 

preposition which have weak form : 

*John is coming from London.                                         

*The train gets to Oran at around 8 p.m,it arrived about 5 minutes late .                                   

*Where's John from?   

C) Situation of integrationC) Situation of integrationC) Situation of integrationC) Situation of integration    :::: 
            Imagine you are a tourist guide prepare a short speech for a group of tourists who are 

visiting Algiers .Use the cues below :      
*First destination /Maqam Echahid . 



*At 12 /have a traditional meal  

*At 14 /visit El Kasbah / buy souvenirs.   

*At 18/return to Aurassi hotel / in the cebter of the city . 

*At 21 / go to Shaabi concert .                                                  

         


